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Abstract: With high speed networks supporting data rates of a few hundreds Mbps
and distributed applications demanding high performance, existing communication
system and protocol architectures are under discussion. In this report, we describe
an implementation of the TCP/IP stack with TCP [1] in user space and IP in kernel
space. The goal by placing TCP in user space is to obtain a flexible transport proto-
col which can in future allows integrated communication subsystems based on
Application Level Framing (ALF) and Integrated Layer Processing (ILP) [2]. ALF
and ILP are expected to achieve more effici nt data transfer, and more application
control in the communication process.
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ance.
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Une implémentation
expérimentale de TCP
dans l’espace utilisateur
d’une machine UNIX
Résumé :Avec l’avènement des réseaux hauts débits et des applications multimé-
dia de nouvelle génération, les systèmes de communication conçus il y a une ving-
taine d’années, ainsi que leur architecture, doivent être ré-étudiés. Dans ce rapport,
nous décrivons une implémentation des protocoles TCP et IP avec TCP implémenté
dans l’espace utilisateur du système UNIX. Placer TCP dans l’espace utilisateur
plutôt que dans l’espace noyau confère une plus grande flexibilité au système de
communication et permet d’étudier de nouveaux concepts d’implantation hautes
performances tels TIC (ILP) et DTA (ALF).
Mots-clé : Hautes performances, TIC (ILP), DTA (ALF), Espace utilisateur UNIX.
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1 Introduction
The existing standard protocols have been defined in the seventies when the
transmission medium was the communication bottleneck. Today, with the
emergence of high speed networks, the bottleneck has moved to higher layer
protocols. New applications with time constraints only amplify this phenom-
enon. Current protocols and the associated layered architecture are not effi-
cient in this new application environment. Furthermore, they do not provide
services to support multimedia application requirements. Communication
system architectures need to be revised. To evaluate new architectures and
new protocols on UNIX workstations, flexible communication environments
are required.
Traditionally, the communication software has been implemented within the
kernel because of performance and security reasons. However, classic kernel
implementation of TCP or UDP over IP are not flexible enough. This paper
proposes a communication subsystem where the end to end communication
protocols are implemented in user space and only IP remains in the kernel
space for efficiency reasons. The end-to-end communication protocols are
linked as a library to the application process. Such an environment is easy to
modify and allows a large range of experiments with new communication
architectures [3][4][5][6] and new implementation techniques such as ALF
(application layer framing) and ILP (integrated layer processing) [2].
ILP is an implementation concept allowing to manipulate data in a single
integrated loop. ILP experiments[7] have been performed on the user-level
implementation described in the following. ALF is a precondition for apply-
ing ILP and means that the application breaks the data into suitable aggre-
gates called application data units (ADUs), and the lower levels preserve
these frame boundaries as they process the data. Another advantage of the
fact that an ADU is the logical unit ofall protocol functions is that a ADU
can be processed independent of other ADUs.
The user level TCP implementation is based on the BSD TCP/IP stack. TCP
has been divided in two parts: the demultiplexing function that remains in the
kernel, and the rest of the protocol that has been moved to the user space.
The user level TCP is also designed to be able to communicate with any
other implementation of TCP.
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The report is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the architecture of the
user level implementation. Tasks left in the kernel are justified. Section 3
presents the implementation of TCP in user space (called TCPU). Section 4
explains some details of the TCPU implementations concerning timer and
buffer management. A performance evaluation and a comparison with a ker-
nel implementation conclude the paper.
2 Implementation Architecture
This Section illustrates the architecture to support the TCP implementation
in user space. The platform in Figure 1 contains two TCP implementations:
the experimental one running in user space, and the BSD implementation in
kernel space. The purpose of this platform is to give the application program-
mer the choice of his communication strategy and to preserve the already
existing environment for application programs using the classic TCP.
Interoperabilty between the two different TCP implementations can be
achieved by slight modifications of the IP implementation.
The original TCP kernel implementation has been split into two parts: TCPU
and TCPK. TCPK resides in the kernel and provides demultiplexing for
incoming packets. The user space TCP implementation (TCPU) is realized
as a library, which must be linked to an application process. TCPU (cf.
Section 3 ) is running in the user space and provides a TCP connection-ori-
ented transport service. Instead of running TCPU over TCPK it would also
be possible to run it over UDP. However, in this case, TCPU is not compati-
ble with a pure kernel TCP. The following subsections describe the required
modifications of the kernel.
2.1 Demultiplexing TCP packets
A packet demultiplexing function must know the IP addresses from the IP-
header and the port numbers from the TCP header in order to map this infor-
mation to a local socket number. With this information, the demultiplexing
module can deliver the packet through the socket interface to the correct user
process. Demultiplexing should be done in the kernel in order to deliver
packets directly to the correct application process. Furthermore, demulti-
plexing in the kernel guarantees security, i.e. it prevents unauthorized packet
reception. Another reason for demultiplexing on a low level is the possibility
to guarantee quality-of-service on a per-application basis [8][9].
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Our implementation with demultiplexing in the kernel, is close to a solution
using TCPU over UDP without UDP checksum. One advantage of our
approach is to avoid the UDP header in the communication stack. The more
important advantage is that the TCPK solution can be connected transpar-
ently with an kernel implementation of TCP. This would not be possible with
a solution using UDP.
FIGURE 1. Configuration of TCPU and TCPK in kernel space.
Another solution for demultiplexing would be to pass directly received pack-
ets from IP to TCPU, i.e. to run TCPU on top of a raw IP socket interface.
This approach would require a special demultiplexing process between the
kernel and each application process running in user space and would cause
significantly more context switches, because a received packet must be pro-
cessed by at least two user processes instead of one with a kernel demulti-
plexing solution.
2.2 Socket interface between TCPU and TCPK
TCPK is defined as a new module between the socket interface and the IP
protocol and it is responsible for demultiplexing of incoming packets. Con-
nections are identified in TCPK by their port number and address. For outgo-
ing packets, TCPK sends datagram packets to the connected host. TCPK is
implemented as a UDP-like protocol, i.e. a protocol belonging to the AF-
INET family and having the SOCK_DGRAM type.
TCP
kernel
TCPU
TCPK
application using a
connection-oriented service
 CON-socket connectionless
application using a
connectionless service
IP
user
UDP
socket
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The division and implementation of TCP in two parts did not require much
changes of the already existing code in the kernel. The decision to split TCP
has partly been based on the fact that existing code could be reused. Further-
more, the socket system call could be used without changing any code in the
socket layer. From the user level point of view the application program inter-
faces (APIs) defined for BSD sockets can be used. The only difference for
calling the socket for the first time, e.g. using the socket system call, is that a
special identifier for the TCPK protocol must be delivered as the protocol
parameter of the socket call as described in Section 3.2 .
2.3  IP implementation extensions
IP remains in the kernel space because IP performs only routing functions
without any data manipulations. One reason for the user level implementa-
tion was the desired support of integrated layer processing. Because all data
manipulations to be integrated are on the transport level or above, there is no
need to implement IP in user space. Furthermore, efficient and secure demul-
tiplexing should be implemented within the kernel for performance reasons.
The new platform provides two TCP implementations. Traditonal applica-
tions can further use the kernel TCP, while new applications based on the
ALF/ILP concept can use the user level TCP to take advantage of the ILP
support and the ability to configure the TCP user level implementation
dependent on the application requirements [10].
The kernel supports the existence of two TCP user level implementations by
defining a protocol identifier for TCPK. This architecture is local and only
the modified machine will know that two TCP implementations are existing.
A remote entity connected to the user level TCP does not know that there are
two different TCP implementations.
This transparency leads to an inconsistency for a received packet in the IP
layer, because the IP layer cannot decide only using the protocol identifier if
the packet has to be directed to the user level TCP. The problem can be
solved by testing not only the protocol identifier, but also the local port
number. IP code must be modified as shown in Figure 2. IP uses a table con-
taining all port numbers belonging to the user level TCP implementation. If
the test succeeds for an incoming packet then the TCPK input function is
called, otherwise, the input function called is the one defined by the protocol
identifier. A remote entity that wants to address the user level implementa-
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tion just sends a packet with the protocol identifier set to the classic TCP
identifier.
FIGURE 2. Code modification in the IP layer (bold corresponds to changes).
3 TCP implementation in user space.
3.1 TCPU
3.1.1. Connection establishment
The connection establishment procedure consists of two steps: First, a con-
nection is established between TCPU and TCPK. TCPU must initiate a
socket system call, specifying the type of communication protocol desired,
which is TCPK in the case of the user level implementation. The socket sys-
tem call is followed by a bind system call, binding the local address and the
local port number in TCPK. This local connection establishment between
TCPU and TCPK layer is followed by the classical TCP connection estab-
lishment between two remote entities. When both sides agree to establish a
connection, each side does a connect system call to bind the remote address
within TCPK. It facilitates data transmission of subsequent packets by TCPU
without giving explicitly the remote address and port number when using a
system call. That means that the write instead of the sendto system call can
be used.
3.1.2. Data transfer
After establishing a connection data transfer can start. In the user level
implementation, the changes of the input and output functions are minimal.
According to TCP definition, "a sending TCP is allowed to collect data from
the sending user and to send that data in segments at its own convenience,
until the push function is signalled; then it must send all unsent messages"
[1]. The user level implementation follows the same strategy. The applica-
if(ip->ip.p == IPPROTO_TCP)
   if (tcpk_lookup_table(local port number) == true)
(*inetsw[ip_protox[IPPROTO_TCPK]].pr_input) (m, ifp);
(*inetsw[ip_protox[ip->ip_p]].pr_input) (m, ifp);
goto next;
goto next;
/* switch out to protocols’s input routing */
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tion passes data to TCPU through a dedicated interface. Data is stored in a
buffer before calling the TCPU output function. This output function sends
the stored data as its own convenience. When TCPK receives a datagram
packet from TCPU, it passes the packet directly to IP. IP sends packets
defined by the underlying network, e.g. the maximum transmission unit
(MTU) of Ethernet is 1500 bytes.
On the receiver side, TCPU receives data from the socket interface. Accord-
ing to the TCP protocol definition, TCPU can collect data from several pack-
ets before delivering them to the application. This collecting strategy is
suitable for a kernel TCP because it avoids to spend too much time passing
the user/kernel boundary with small amounts of data. In the case of user level
implementation, it becomes more time consuming to buffer packets in the
TCPU layer before delivering them to the final application. Therefore,
header prediction [11] checks if a packet is in order, and if so it delivers the
packet directly to the application, reducing data copying (see Section 4 ). If
the packet doesn’t pass the header prediction, intermediate data copying is
necessary. This happens if the header has an option field such as for TCP
extensions for high performance [12] or transactions [13].
3.1.3. Connection termination
When an application demands to close a connection, the sending side must
send all data stored in the buffer before finally closing the connection. After
all data is sent, the sender initiates to close the connection. The connection
release procedure has not been modified in the user level implementation.
3.2 TCPU application programming interface
The interaction between the application and TCPU is done through a dedi-
cated interface (see Figure 3). TCPU is linked to the application process as a
library.
FIGURE 3. A user process using TCPU
application
TCPU application programming interface
TCPU
system calls
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The interface between the application and TCPU plays an important role in
the user level implementation. The interface consists of the following func-
tions and is very close to the BSD socket interface.
int socket_tcpu (int domain, type, protocol)
opens a socket connection to TCPK by a socket system call. I also creates
and initiates a transmission control block (TCB), which is a data structure
storing all necessary information about the connection. Two buffers are allo-
cated: one for sending data and one for receiving data. The function only
supports the AF_INET domain and SOCK_STREAM type connections. To
select the TCPK protocol below TCPU, TCPK is required as the protocol
parameter. otherwise, UDP is used. A socket descriptor is returned finally.
int bind_tcpu (int socket; struct sockaddr_in *addr; int
addrlen)
binds the local socket address in the TCB and even in the TCPK to the socket
by a bind system call.
int accept_tcpu (int socket; sockaddr_in *addr; int
*addrlen)
If there is a connection request, this function opens a connection. It is exe-
cuted until the connection is established or refused. If a connection is estab-
lished, it stores the remote address and process number in TCB. It saves also
these information in TCPK by a connect system call. This function is used by
the server side. The function combines the listen and the accept functions of
the BSD socket interface and returns a socket descriptor.
int connect_tcpu (int socket; sockaddr_in *addr; int
addrlen)
sends a connection request to a known address until the connection is estab-
lished or refused. If the connection is established, the remote address is
stored in the TCB. This information is also stored by a connect system call,
in TCPK. This function is mainly used by clients.
int close_tcpu (int socket)
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closes a connection using a three-way handshake. Before returning to the
application the function close the connection between the TCPU and the
TCPK by a close system call.
int send_tcpu (int socket; char *buffer; int length,
flags)
By this function the application can pass data to TCPU. The data will be
stored in a retransmission buffer. The algorithm of the function is given in
Figure 4.
FIGURE 4. Algorithm for sending a packet.
According to the description one can see that the send_tcpu function will be
blocked if the retransmission buffer is full. This blocks the called application
until there is again buffer space. Otherwise, the passed data would be lost.
The function returns the number of bytes sent.
The TF_NODELAY flag must be set to send short messages. Otherwise, it
might be that the delivered data are sent after one of the followings
send_tcpu calls, which can cause an undefinitive long delay.
int r ecv_tcpu (int socket; char *msg; int length, flags)
By this function the application receives data from TCPU. In our implemen-
tation this function decides when to send an acknowledgment. The descrip-
tion in Figure 5 shows that recv_tcpu will be blocked when TCPU is not
longer receiving packets. This must be the case because the application
should not use this function if the connection is closing. Normally, the func-
send_tcpu(.., length, ...){
...
length = number of bytes passed from application
do
{
store as much data as possible in retransmission buffer
if (there was space)
tcpu_output()
if (the complete message is sent)
if (there is an acknowledgment)
tcpu_input ()
else
wait for an acknowledgment
} while (the complete messages is not sent)
return (length)}
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tion returns the number of bytes received. The function returns 0, if no data
are received within a certain interval.
FIGURE 5. Algorithm for receiving a packet.
4 Implementation Details
This section presents implementation details, to overcome various perfor-
mance problems of the user level environments. These optimizations mainly
concern buffer management and timer management.
4.1 Buffer management
With high speed networks, the bottleneck of data transfer has moved from
the network to the upper layers. One reason for latency is due to data copying
between different layers. For kernel TCP/IP implementations, data copying
is performed between two different system levels. For an incoming packet,
the first copy is performed from the device driver to mbufs. The second copy
is performed from mbufs to the application buffer. Similar copy operations
are required for an outgoing packet.
The user level architecture introduces two buffer levels: one at the interface
between the application and TCPU (retransmission buffer), and another one
between TCPU and TCPK (socket buffer). The size of the retransmission
buffer must be smaller than or equal to the size of the socket buffer. Other-
wise, TCPU could deliver packets to TCPK even when the socket buffer is
full. In that case, packets would be lost and retransmitted.
recv_tcpu(){
...
do
{
if (packet received)
if (packet in order)
deliver_data_to_user
return(number of bytes received)
else
send acknowledgment
else if (timeout)
timer management
send acknowledgment
} while (no data are delivered to the user)}
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The user level implementation intends to provide an environment allowing to
reduce data copying operations, e.g. by applying ILP. The optimization of
buffer management tries to avoid data copying in the user space. The optimi-
zation mainly concerns incoming packets and is based on the fact that TCPU
uses header prediction and the system call readv. This system call copies the
header and data parts into two different memory areas. However, this
approach is only successful, if the header size is known in advance. The
header is copied into an internal TCPU buffer, while the data is copied to a
buffer allocated by the application. That means that, if the header passes the
header prediction [11][14], then the data can be directly passed to the final
application buffer. The optimization is that there is no intermediate copying
performed in TCPU. This optimization is only possible for a successful
header prediction. If the header carries an option, or if the packet is out of
order, this optimization is not possible, and the received packet must be cop-
ied in an internal TCPU buffer for further processing. Note that with this
optimization the user-level implementations achieves the same amount of
copy operations as the TCP kernel implementation.
For outgoing packets, buffer management is a little bit more difficult to opti-
mize. This is due to the fact that data delivered by the application must be
stored in an internal buffer for retransmission purposes. This copy procedure
can be integrated with other higher level data manipulations into a single ILP
loop [7].
4.2 Timer handling
Packets can be lost due to errors or loss, e.g. caused by network congestions.
TCP uses retransmissions managed by a timer to ensure reliable data trans-
fer. TCP needs, therefore, an efficient timer management [15].
Two clocks running with different frequencies are used to implement the
TCP timers in a BSD implementation. The clock running with 5 Hz (fast
timer) is used for acknowledgment generation. Each timeout causes to test
whether an acknowledgment has to be sent or not. The clock running with
the lower frequency (2 Hz, slow timer) is used for implementing the the most
TCP timers, e.g. for the connection establishment timer, the retransmission
timer, and others.
Unfortunately, kernel level primitives cannot be used with the same effi-
ciency at the user-level. Kernel TCP implementations are based on the men-
tioned clocks (slow and fast timer) expiring periodically. A single context
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switch allows to control all timers of all TCP connections. This is not possi-
ble with user-level implementations since all applications are running in dif-
ferent address spaces. Using kernel level primitives in user-level
implementations would cause much more interrupts and context switches
with a negative performance impact.
In the user level implementation, the timer management moved to the inter-
face between the application and TCPU. This user level timer manager is
based on the system call select, which is called by the interface functions in
tcpu_usrreq.c. This strategy avoids interrupts and consequently time con-
suming context switches. Because of efficiency and simplicity reasons, the
fast timer, which controls sending of acknowlegements, has not been imple-
mented. Acknowledgments could be exchanged after every received packet
instead. This, however, decreases the throughput dramatically. The selected
solution is that the receiver receives data PDUs until there are no more pack-
ets in the input buffer. After that, the receiver sends an acknowledgment to
the sender. The receiver also sends an acknowledgment immediately if a
packet is out of order. The sender can then retransmit lost or delayed PDUs.
5 Performance evaluation
Throughput measurements have been performed in loopback mode on differ-
ent platforms using a socket buffer size of 16 Kbytes. The comparison
between the BSD kernel implementation and the user level implementation
(Figure 6 and Figure 7) should be taken with care, because the user level
implementation is not as well tuned as the BSD TCP implementation.
First of all, packets destinated to TCPU are not coalesced into contiguous
messages. This requires that TCPU collects and processes an input function
for each packet, leading to that the user/kernel boundary is crossed for every
received packet. Each packet also leads to a process scheduling. In the same
manner the user/kernel boundary is crossed more times when the application
wants to send data of a size larger than 1460 bytes over Ethernet. The reason
for this is that TCPU cannot send packets larger than the underlying network
permits (1500 bytes including 40 bytes of the TCP/IP header without
options). For example, a packet of size 7300 bytes will cross the user/kernel
boundary five times. An application using the kernel TCP can send all data in
one send system call, therefore crossing the boundary only once. Retransmis-
sion and acknowledgments will increase the number of crossings of the user/
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kernel boundary. Another overhead is due to the intermediate copy for
retransmission purposes, which is not required in kernel implementations.
The timer management implementation is also a complex task, which has
been realized using the select system call. This solution makes the interface
between the application and the TCPU more complex and causes extra code
execution for each packet. It also brings the client into an idle position, wait-
ing for an acknowledgment.
FIGURE 6. Performance comparison between BSD and user level TCP
on a SUN SPARCstation10-30 with SUNOS 4.1.3
6 Conclusion
This report describes an implementation of TCP in the user space of UNIX
workstations. The performance obtained with the user level implementation
are still far from a kernel implementation, which is much more optimized
than the user level implementation. However, as shown in [7], advanced
implementation techniques such as ILP can help to close the performance
gap between user-level and kernel protocol implementations.
Besides this feasibility aspect, the user level implementation was intended to
provide a platform to study new implementation techniques and architectu-
res. Kernel implementations are not flexible enough to study new concepts
like ILP or ALF. Moreover, giving more control on data transmission to the
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application requires that end-to-end mechanisms are easily accessible to the
application, i.e. that they are located in the same area. Protocol modification,
enhancement, and debugging is also easier in user space than in kernel space.
FIGURE 7. Performance comparison between BSD and user level TCP on a DPX/
20 (42MHz POWER) with AIX 3.2.5
However, putting the transport protocol into user space also causes various
problems. First of all, crossing the user/kernel boundary is required more fre-
quently, introducing overhead on latency and throughput. With TCP in user
space, all PDUs (including control PDUs like acknowledgments) must cross
this boundary. That causes that the user/kernel boundary is crossed more
often, but with smaller packets than with using TCP in kernel space. Extra
data copying due to TCP retransmissions also cause overhead. This problem
could be solved if data could be copied directly to a buffer, which is accessi-
ble by the kernel as well as the application. For receiving data, additional
data copying occurs when a packet contains an option field, or if the packet is
out of order.
Timer management is an important task in a user level implementation. It is
more generally the problem of operating system primitive calls in the user
space. UNIX systems make a large use of interrupts. When such an interrupt
is done in the user space, processes are switched, and it is not possible to
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control exactly when the interrupted process will return for execution.
Applied to timer management, each timer start, stop, and time-out introduce
important overheads due to context switching. There is no optimal solution
of this problem in UNIX. The solution proposed in this paper also relies on
UNIX system call (through theselect primitive), but it is not very efficient.
A solution to user level implementations could be to add multi-threading
capabilities to the TCP user. Using threads could solve the problem of using
just one process for both the application and TCP. To solve these limitations
it is required to use multiple threads. One of them could permanently listen
for packet arrival in order to react rapidly to asynchronous events. Another
one could implement the timer routines. Synchronization between these
threads wouldn’t be expensive since they share the same global address
space. User level implementation, as well as ALF and ILP, would strongly
benefit from an enhanced operating system architecture, with system capa-
bilities offered at the user level with minimum overhead.
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